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1. Overview of the Training Workshop

Objectives

Promote a learning journey of peers that would help
improve ODSCs reforms in Lao PDR

Participants

Officials from

Thematic Focus

1. Political commitment
2. Transformational leadership, human resources
and changing mindsets
3. Institutional coordination and system thinking
4. Coherence between national and local/regional
level
5. Organizational structures and processes
6. Financing
7. Digital Technology and Data Management
8. Stakeholders’ engagement
9. Monitoring, reporting and evaluation (including
mechanisms for citizen feedback)

•

•
•

Ministry of Home Affairs (MOHA)
Department of Local Administration (DOLA)
44 ODSCs

Panelists from
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2. Key Messages
Political Commitment
Political will in the form of both upfront and ongoing commitment
is needed for the survival and growth of ODSCs

Transformative Leadership
Strong leadership is essential to have a robust commitment
to change at the highest organizational level to drive buy-in

Institutional Coordination
•
•
•

Institutional structures designed around citizen-centricity
Breaking down the silos
Integrating data across numerous government agencies

Coherence between national & local/regional level

Organizational structures and processes

•

•
•

A citizen-centric approach
Encourage the local governments to introduce the best
practices and the standard model

Adopt a whole-of-government approach
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2. Key Messages
Financing
•
•

Create a clear planning and financing strategy
Public-private partnerships

Digital technology and data management

Stakeholders' engagement

•
•
•

Ensure widespread digital access to basic digital enablers
Digital channels can enable governments to put all the services coherently
Increase internet penetration

Provide centers, identify Digital Centers in every local government
institution, hosting of data centers
Public-private partnership

•
•

Monitoring, reporting, and evaluation

Mechanisms for citizen feedback
•
•

•
•
•
•

Performance measurement and monitoring
Third-party evaluation
Establish a specific monitoring and assessment department
Establish quantitative and qualitative indicators and evaluation methods

Listen to the opinions of citizens, lawmakers, and politicians
Walking the citizen’s journey
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3. Key Measures to Implement ODSCs
Implementation

Government
(Setting Policy)

Develop a strategy to
ensure a whole-ofsociety approach

Break down the silos:
Institutional and
administrative reform

Changes in the
legislative and
regulatory framework

Back-end integration
and required data
exchange

Empower staff to build
a hunger for success

Define the M&E
framework

Sustainable source
of funding

Choose a
financing model

Encourage innovation and new
approaches (digitalization)

Continuously improve through citizen feedback

System Level
Citizens demand citizen-centric service
standards with greater accountability and
transparency

Organization level
Making agency silos more networked
Sustainable source of funding

Individual-level
Back-end
exchange

integration

and

required

data

Develop a strategy to ensure a whole-ofsociety approach for citizen-centric service
delivery

Successful ODSC models usually involved
commissioning a full-scale feasibility study

Through involvement, build a hunger for
success

Define the required changes in the legislative
and regulatory framework

Define the
framework

Continuously
feedback

monitoring

and

evaluation

improve

through

citizen

Innovation requires business re-engineering
processes
Digital transformation
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4. Strengthening ODSCs through Effective Governance

Effectiveness

Accountability

Competence

To perform their functions effectively, ODSCs are to have sufficient expertise, resources
and tools to deal adequately with the mandates under their authority

Sound
policymaking

To achieve their intended results, public policies are to be coherent with one another and
founded on true or well-established grounds, in full accordance with fact, reason and good
sense

Collaboration

To address problems of common interest, institutions at all levels of government and in all
sectors should work together and jointly with non-State actors towards the same end,
purpose and effect

Integrity

To serve in the public interest, civil servants are to discharge their official duties honestly,
fairly and in a manner consistent with soundness of moral principle

Transparency

To ensure accountability and enable public scrutiny, institutions are to be open and candid
in the execution of their functions and promote access to information, subject only to the
specific and limited exceptions as are provided by law

Independent
oversight

To retain trust in government, oversight agencies are to act according to strictly
professional considerations and apart from and unaffected by others
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4. Strengthening ODSCs through Effective Governance (Cont.)

Inclusiveness

Leaving no one
behind

To ensure that all human beings can fulfil their potential in dignity and equality, public
policies are to take into account the needs and aspirations of all segments of society,
including the poorest and most vulnerable and those subject to discrimination

Nondiscrimination

To respect, protect and promote human rights and fundamental freedoms for all, access to
public service is to be provided on general terms of equality, without distinction of any kind
as to race, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin,
property, birth, disability or other status

Participation

To have an effective State, all significant political groups should be actively involved in
matters that directly affect them and have a chance to influence policy

Subsidiarity

To promote government that is responsive to the needs and aspirations of all people,
central authorities should perform only those tasks which cannot be performed effectively
at a more intermediate or local level

Intergenerational
equity

To promote prosperity and quality of life for all, institutions should construct
administrative acts that balance the short-term needs of today’s generation with the
longer-term needs of future generations
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5. Step-by-Step Actions

01
Stance and Position
Change starts with you

03
02

Tools and Methodology
to explore options

Observe and Experience

Analyze data and create
solutions

See, Feel and Change
Walk through the whole
process

04
Execute, Collaborate,
and Monitor
Maximize the benefits and
satisfaction of end-users
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6. Four Critical Questions for Improvement

Why am I here? What is my influence? What is my work value?
- All the change starts with myself

What are known unknowns? What are the critical bottlenecks?

How can I make a difference?
- Empathize with customers, and capture their needs through
observation, experience, and data analysis
What is most important, right now?
- The courage to transform deep-seated habits, routinized
processes and outdated regulations
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7. Participants’ Feedback

87%

Enhanced their understanding of common
challenges and roadblocks to the
implementation of their respective ODSCs

87%
Established plans for follow-up mechanisms
for further peer-to-peer learning

87%

96%

Enhanced their awareness of the various
approaches and methodologies adopted by
different countries to overcome some of the
challenges in the implementation of ODSCs

100%
Enhanced the need for national to local
coordination and for horizontal coordination

Helped to identify the key building blocks in
reforming their ODSCs

84%
Increased the awareness of the capacities
needed for effective ODCSs
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Division for Public Institutions and Digital Government

United Nations Project Office on Governance
www.unpog.org
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CONNECT WITH US

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to keep up to date on events,

schedules, news, and more.

